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Kestrel in box, Pat Ready



About our Kestrel Nest Box 
program

Supporting kestrel reproduction in south-

central Wisconsin

● 228 nest boxes in 12 counties (2nd largest 

program reporting to AKP!)

● 111 volunteers (1st largest!)

● Fledged 294 nestlings in 2023

● Fledged 1,906 kestrels since 2012!

Kestrel in box, Pat Ready



Kestrel data to date



Kestrel banding success to date

* Covid season
**Kurt Reed became our 2nd banding team
***Brand Smith became our 3rd banding team
#Emma Raasch became our 4th banding team



Why do this program?

Kestrel populations are down by 50%+ in 

the last 60 years

● Pesticides, fewer grasslands, climate 

change, predators??

● Naturally would use tree cavities

● Take readily to boxes – we can reverse the 

trend!

● Allows for banding
A kestrel nest box in Columbia County, Madison Audubon



Male and Female ID

Note the breast feathers. 
The male is spotted while 
the female is streaked.
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Note the female tail is barred and the male 
is solid with a black band and blue wings.





Chick wing comparison, Madison Audubon
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Spend time learning silhouettes to spot 
specific birds from a distance. 



What is a citizen scientist.

When the public voluntarily helps conduct scientific research.

Three universities have used our data in their research projects.



MythBusters



BBA typical nest box structure. Do not fold down to check the nest box.



When to tip down box:
1. Clean out starlings or sparrows (spring) – perhaps multiple times

2. Clean out box for winter (fall)



Items to take with you 
each time you visit the 
nest box

1. Adjustable wrenches
2. Scraper (puddy knife)
3. Punch (for bolt removal)
4. Hammer
5. Solo cups
6. Wood chips



Wood chips

Tractor Supply 
Mounds
Brand (free)
Goose Pond Sanctuary (free)

Pine, aspen, not cedar!
Chips or shavings, not sawdust!



Good to have handy

1. Split washers (Brand has a bunch)
2. Extra wire (12 gauge) 



How to look inside the box

● Spy-cam suggestions: Depstech Wireless 
Endoscope (approximately $40)

Camera

10+ inches
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On/off switch and 
charging port

DEPSTECH 
app for 
phone

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01MYTHWK4/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1


How to look inside the box

● Telescopic Camera with Light and 
Gooseneck Borescope ($120)

https://www.amazon.com/Telescopic-Teslong-Inspection-Telescoping-Automotive/dp/B0BG27Q1JS




Bluebirds make nests of 
fine grass; will build their 
nest on top of the wood 
chips. 

Tree Swallow have nests 
made of  feathers

The starling will remove 
all the wood chips then 
start bringing in rough 
grasses.



5 eggs
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Submitting your data

New online form! Volunteers no 
longer submitting data to AKP

madisonaudubon.org/kestrel-data


